PROFILE NAME: Asthma Intervention

DIVISION RESPONSIBLE: DPH

PROFILE TYPE: F – Contract Controlled

CONTRACT TYPE: Other

REIMBURSEMENT PERCENTAGE: 100.00

LIMITATIONS: N/A

EXPENSES ROLL TO THIS PROFILE FROM: N/A

EXPENSES ROLL FROM THIS PROFILE TO: 155210

EXPENSES ALLOCATE TO THIS PROFILE FROM: N/A

EXPENSES ALLOCATE FROM THIS PROFILE TO: N/A

CATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE (CFDA) NUMBER: N/A

PROFILE DESCRIPTION: Grant funds provide asthma intervention and training in high priority areas thus improving asthma-related quality of life among children and families.
1. Report expenditures on DMT-855
2. DHFS Financial Management Manual, allowable cost policy applies
3. Reimbursement for allowable costs must be reported on Profile 155210
4. Provide reports of contracted activities as directed by the Asthma Program Manager or his designee.